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Teaching/Instruction
Strategies

Strategies emphasising 
feedback

Response to Intervention 1.29

Curricula Reading, Writing, Arts Phonics Instruction 0.7

Teaching/Instruction 
Strategies

Teaching/Instruction Strategies Direct Instruction 0.6

And then there’s…..

Curricula Reading, Writing, Arts Whole Language 0.06

http://www.evidencebasedteaching.org.au/

hatties-2017-updated-list/



What is dyslexia? 

International Dyslexia Association 

Dyslexia is a language-based learning disability. 
Dyslexia refers to a cluster of symptoms, which 
result in people having difficulties with specific 
language skills, particularly reading. Students 
with dyslexia usually experience difficulties with 
other language skills such as spelling, writing, 
and pronouncing words. 



Australia Dyslexia Association

‘Persistent difficulty with reading and spelling’ 

Dyslexia is estimated to affect some 10% of the Australian 
population.In Australia the term SLD (Specific/Significant 
Learning Difficulty/Disabilty) or LD (Learning Difficulty) are 
used interchangeably and as an umbrella term for a variety of 
difficulties which may or may not be dyslexia.



AUSPELD Guide.

Dyslexia can be defined as: ... a specific learning 
disability that is neurological in origin. It is 
characterised by difficulties with accurate and / or 
fluent word recognition and by poor spelling and 
decoding abilities. These difficulties typically result 
from a deficit in the phonological component of 
language that is often unexpected in relation to other 
cognitive abilities and the provision of effective 
classroom instruction. Secondary consequences may 
include problems in reading comprehension and 
reduced reading experience that can impede growth of 
vocabulary and 



Paying Attention to Reading: The 

Neurobiology of Reading and 

Dyslexia
(Shaywitz S.E  & Shaywitz B.A. 2008)
Development and Psychopathology

Volume 20 / Special Issue 04 / Fall 2008, pp 1329-1349

Copyright © Cambridge University Press 2008

Published online: 07 October 2008

And… it’s real! We 
have fancy brain pics 

to prove it!



Your Task – 3 minutes

Based on those definitions, how would you 
explain dyslexia to a someone else in plain 

English? 



The 4 subcomponents of Dyslexia - the core issues

Phonological 
awareness

Rapid 
Automatized

Naming
(RAN)

Auditory working 
Memory

Visual-
orthographic

processing



Phonological 
awareness

Mentally break words down into their smallest units of sound (phonemes), 

to hear these phonemes in isolation (discriminate), chop them off of 

words (isolate) and to manipulate them (move them around and blend 

them back together). These skills are a precursor to being able to read 

and spell with the alphabet.

Without specialist intervention these difficulties hamstring decoding ability 

and decoding is the bedrock of fluent reading – the vast majority do not 

get specialist evidence-based intervention.

From here, the Matthew Effect kicks in…

This is why these kids’ reading ability would horrify you.

The Phonological 

core deficit



Phonological Awareness



Something to show the folks back 
at work…..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhwxWv_D_YU&t=873s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhwxWv_D_YU&t=873s


Slow Automatized 

Rapid Naming (RAN)

Rapid 
Automatized

Naming
(RAN)

Refers to how quickly people can retrieve phonological information from 

long term memory (names of objects, pictures, colours, letters or numbers) 

and say their names aloud - RAN is a strong predictor of reading ability.

Of course – fast RAN of sight words, morphemes, syllables and letters is 

critical to fluent reading.

Many studies have shown that Rapid Naming is an area of weakness in 

many people with dyslexia. 

Slow RAN will persist throughout life even if the phonological core deficit 

has been remediated so, reading will always be…..



Rapid Automatized Naming/Rapid 
Alternating Stimulus



RAN/RAS- Example of scoring



Working memory 

weakness
Auditory working 

Memory

the ability we have to hold in mind and mentally manipulate information over 

short periods of time. Working memory like the mental workspace that we use to 

store important information in the course of our mental activities

There’s nothing that improves it other than understanding it and using strategies

Activities often require the child to hold in mind some information (for example, a 

sentence to be written down) while doing something that for them is mentally 

challenging (such as spelling the individual words in the sentence). These are 

the kinds of activities on which children with poor working memory struggle with 

most, and often fail to complete them properly because they have lost from 

working memory the crucial information needed to guide their actions. 

Children with poor working memory also have problems following lengthy 

instructions to do one thing after another, because they forget the instruction 

before the whole sequence of actions has been completed.



Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia

Fear of long words



Something to show the folks back 
at work…..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YSz-okYyzxQ



An understanding of working 

memory is fundamental to 

good teaching:

This is essential reading



Poor Orthographic 

Processing 

Visual-
orthographic

processing

Ortho - straight 

Graph - writing

The capacity to rapidly and accurately form images of the individual letters and 

spelling patterns of our language in memory. This includes letter  form and 

orientation, common letter combinations and syllable types.

Does a word look right …smoke and smoak ?

Only a stable orthographic image of the word smoke will help as both are 

phonologically right

Orthographic processing weaknesses show up in spelling. 



Spelling rules are lifesavers for 
folks with dyslexia

With time and practice they help 
to compensate for poor 
orthographic processing

Don’t be told otherwise

This poster is for sale – see Bill





So what does it feel like to have 
dyslexia?



Dyslexia Simulation 1
Reading with decoding difficulties



Dyslexia Simulation 2
Writing difficulties









The Matthew Effect 



https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=GxHHOtcWaTA

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=GxHHOtcWaTA


Response To Intervention 

Core instruction – RTI pryamid….



PAT Reading Comprehension 
Aug 2017
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Intensive Strategic Core



Use school-wide 

assessments 

that give 

reading ages 

and percentiles





No need to take extensive notes!*

Scarborough, H. (2001). Connecting early language and literacy to later reading (dis)abilities: Evidence, theory and practice. In S. Neuman & D. Dickinson (Eds.). 

Handbook of early literacy research (pp.97‐110). NY: Guilford Press.





We have this to thank for the poorest 
readers in the developed English speaking 

world
BTW: Running Records assess based on this 

flawed view of reading

3-Cueing



http://www.getreadingright.com.au/analytic-
phonics-vs-synthetic-phonics/

http://www.getreadingright.com.au/analytic-phonics-vs-synthetic-phonics/


Your task:

1. Form groups of 3 – people near you

2. Send one person to collect an envelope

3. Open the envelope, take stuff out!

4. Out of these, discuss and group those that 
you agree are from Synthetic Phonics



Synthetic phonics:

2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 23, 
26, 27, 28, 



2011 Progress 

in International 

Reading 

Literacy Study 

(PIRLS)



Poor spelling is not the result of 

laziness or sloppiness

POOR SPELLING IS NOT A 

MORAL FAILING



As their teacher… teaching spelling

Writing in a dyslexic student’s report 
“Bill’s spelling is poor and needs work” 
is akin to writing in a visually impaired 
student’s report “Tara’s sight is poor 

and needs work.”



As their teacher… teaching spelling

Spelling Adjustments
•Take out any spelling activities that have kids attending to 
the shape or look of words

•Focus on
The Phoneme – grapheme structure, Syllable division, bases 
and affixes (morphology), irregular spellings (etymology) –
anything that gets them thinking about the structure of the 
word

Memory is the residue of thought (Willingham 2009)



As their teacher… teaching spelling

Springboks – really! 

‘sion’ endings

‘re’ prefix

‘un’ prefix

‘mis’ prefix

‘ed’ suffix

‘ed’ suffix

‘less’ suffix

o-e spelling, 1st medial choice for long /o/ sound

‘ge’ ending after a consonant

‘ing’ suffix and drop ‘e’ rule

‘ly’ suffix – just add rule needs to be taught

Rule – ‘a’ after ‘w’ can say the short /o/ sound

‘ea’ is the 2nd most common medial long /e/ spelling

These types of 

hybrid spelling lists 

teach dyslexic kids 

that spelling is 

completely random 

and gets them to 

spell by blob 



A groovy new 
infographic is 
on its way!



As their teacher… teaching writing

Writing

What you will probably see

•Poor, sometimes nearly illegible handwriting. 

•Unusual pencil grip, often grips too tightly, poor posture when 

writing

•Writing is a slow, labored, non-automatic chore.

•There is a huge difference between their ability to tell you 

something and their ability to write it down. 



The multisensory card drills 

• Every lesson – after alphabet activities

– Reading card drill: see the grapheme / say the 
phonemes

– Spelling card drill: hear the phoneme, say, spell 
and write the graphemes

– Concept card drill: spelling rules and grammar

Then on to a revision activity of a previous teaching 
point and then a new teaching point and finally a 
game using ONLY graphemes or concepts taught 
so far in the structure.



After Ebbinghous 1885



Sarah has been working with me 
for about 12 months

At age 10:2 when she started in an intensive tier 3 program, she 
had:

– Non word decoding (word attack) age of 6:5

– Word reading age of 6:11

– Passage accuracy of 6:7

– Comprehension age of 8:0

– Spelling age below 6

Sarah has been through Reading Recovery (which taught her to 
guess more) and has had in class support. Later, once school saw 
the light, she did some Multilit in a small group but still showed 
poor RTI. 





Student sees Teacher sees

The Reading Card Drill – Grapheme to Phoneme(s)
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Student sees Teacher sees

The Reading Card Drill – Grapheme to Phoneme(s)

(h)
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Concept card drills



The Spelling Card Drill – Phoneme to Grapheme(s)

Teacher says phoneme

Student repeats phoneme and then says 

aloud the graphemes that spell it and then 

writes the graphemes.
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The Spelling Card Drill – Phoneme to Grapheme(s)

Teacher says phoneme

Student repeats phoneme and then 

graphemes that spell it (for each)
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aloud the graphemes that spell it and then 

writes the graphemes.
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The Spelling Card Drill – Phoneme to Grapheme(s)

Teacher says phoneme

Student repeats phoneme and then says 

aloud the graphemes that spell it and then 

writes the graphemes.

sn     thr  

st     shr 

sp     sl 

-nt   spl 

-sn    cl 

-ns   bl 

-nd   fl 

-ps   fr 

sm    pr 

sk (2)  

br   

cr  



Visual 
(memory for how it looks)

Auditory
(memory for how it sounds)

Kinaesthetic
(memory for how it feels to write)





Positional frequency = worth teaching



/f/

/n/

/Ə/

/g//I/

spelling



How many phonemes?

• eyebrow 

• pitch

• strict

• through

• spring

• splash 

• shoot 





More than just phonics!

Prefixes- un, re, im/in 
50% of prefix words  

Suffixes – ing, ed, s/es
65% of suffix words 



Why morphology?

• Vocabulary development, therefore 
increasing reading comprehension. 

• Critical for maths, science and other 
integrated studies such as history 

• Improves spelling 



Morphology

• What is a chameleon prefix?

• Suffixes indicate ?

• Give the meaning of these Latin roots:

- Port           fer

- tract          ject

- rupt scope

• Science contain what form of words (mostly?)

• How many layers of the English language are 
there?



Layers of English 

-

Language of 
Origin

Features of words Examples

Anglo-saxon 
(Old 
English)

Short, one-syllable words, 
sometimes compounded
Use of vowel teams, silent 
letters, digraphs, diphthongs 
in spelling
Words for common, everyday 
things
Irregular spellings

sky, earth, moon, sun, water, 
sheep, dog, horse, cow, hen, 
head, arm, finger, toe, heart, 
shoe, shirt, pants, socks, coat, 
brother, father, mother, sister, 
hate, love, think, want, touch, 
does, were, been, would, do

Norman 
French

ou for /ū/
Soft c and g when followed by 
e, i, y
Special endings such as -ine, -
ette, -elle, -ique
Words for food and fashion, 
abstract social ideals, 
relationships

amuse, cousin, cuisine, 
country, peace, triage, rouge, 
baguette, novice, justice, 
soup, coupon, nouvelle, 
boutique



Language of Origin Features of words Examples

Latin Multisyllabic words with 
prefixes, roots, suffixes
Content words found in 
text of social sciences, 
traditional physical 
sciences, and literature

firmament, terrestrial, solar, 
stellar, aquarium, mammal, 
equine, pacify, mandible, 
extremity, locomotion, paternal, 
maternity, designate, hostility, 
amorous, contemplate, 
delectable, deception, reject, 
refer

Greek Spellings ph for /f/, ch for 
/k/, and y for /ǔ/
Constructed from 
combining forms, similar 
to English compounds
Philosophical, 
mathematical and . 
scientific terminology

hypnosis, agnostic, 
neuropsychology, decathalon, 
catatonic, agoraphobia, 
chlorophyll, physiognomy

Taken from http://www.readingrockets.org/article/historical-layers-english 



Morphology

Morpheme- Smallest unit of meaning in a word. This is in 
spoken and written language. 
Inflectional morphemes – don’t change class of word- provide 
information walked, walking walks.
Derivational morphemes –prefixes, suffixes- change the 
meaning – teach, teacher unfair, fair 
Transparent derivations sematic link between base  word and 
derived words is clear – friend-friendly 
----Shift phonologically or orthographically- silly-silliness, 
magic-magician 
Opaque derivations- both phonological and orthographic 
have changed – busy-busily, admit admission. 



Multisensory Morphology 



transporter
mortician

construction
prescriptions



Create your own 

struct



More Morphology…

noun

person who

like

pertaining to

musician

magician

politician 

sentence

The politician disagreed that 

there should be an election.  

cian



More Morphology…

.  



Why parts of speech are 
important.

Root word meaning noun verb adjective adverb tense

miss/mit send permit permission permissive permissively permitted

act

ject

sist



Accommodations



Speech to text: dictation.io



As their teacher… disorganisation

• Don’t argue with them over not having all they need 
– you don’t have the time, neither do they.

• Have spares of everything (pencils, rulers, lined 
paper, texts) ready to go. Many will use the 
borrowing time as a useful distraction from the task.

• Talk to them later about being ready for lessons – be 
candid about how it affects you, others and them 
then look for solutions. 



Supporting Dysgraphic & Dyslexic
students

The Classroom

•Extra time

•Use of a keyboard– start them early, to wait until handwriting has developed 

is NUTS 

•Extra time, modified  expectations of output 

•Basic voice recording technology (smartphone, audacity) to gather ideas 

quickly

•Voice to text software 

•Text to voice (Word and Siri can read back what’s on the page for editing)

•Predictive text software 

•Use of good old sticky notes to sequence ideas

•Chances to talk ideas through for committing to print





Useful Websites and APPS
Lower primary

Nessy – Hairy letters, Hairy Phonics, Hairy Words, Chimp 
Foo, Dyslexia Quest 

Decodable books- Fitzroy, Little Learners Love Literacy

Word shark- USB

A Sound Way – Whole class IWB

Oz phonics 

Reading Doctor 

Wet, Dry Try- Handwriting without tears

Explain Everything 

Clicker phonics, Clicker sentences

Kidspiration



Upper Primary /Secondary

Prizmo

Snaptype 

Inspiration

Writeonline 

I Read Write

Explain everything 

Easy Spelling Aid

AcceleRead AcceleWrite 

Clarospeak

DragonSpeak 



• Should list accommodations such as extra time, scribe, use of a 
computer. (NAPLAN)   

• Achievable SMART goals- List the irregular word to 
learn/phonemes /spelling rules.

• Everyone involved- parent, child, class teacher, learnng support 
teacher, speech therapist, OT, tutor

• Not just a piece of paper. 

• https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/special-
services/ieps/understanding-individualized-education-programs

Individual Learning Plans

https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/special-services/ieps/understanding-individualized-education-programs


Useful websites 
LEX- www.linguisteducatorexchange.com

Etymology- http://www.etymonline.com/

Real spelling-
www.realspelling.fr/Welcome_to_Real_Spelling/Choose-New.html

WordWorks  -www.wordworkskingston.com/WordWorks/Home.html

Word Explorations - http://wordexplorations.info

Word info; http://wordinfo.info/

OGforall - https://ogforall.com

Logic Of Englishhttps://www.logicofenglish.com/resources/spelling-
rules

http://www.linguisteducatorexchange.com/
http://www.etymonline.com/
http://www.realspelling.fr/Welcome_to_Real_Spelling/Choose-New.html
http://www.wordworkskingston.com/WordWorks/Home.html
http://wordexplorations.info/
http://wordinfo.info/
https://ogforall.com
https://www.logicofenglish.com/resources/spelling-rules


Viewing



Outside The Square 
now free!




